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BRANDED NATURAL THERAPEUTIC PRODUCTS

Manufactured NZ and Australian Brands with Strong IP

Proven Domestic, Export and On-line Markets

Outstanding opportunity for entrepreneur or health/medicinal distribution or

on-line sales focused business to add BRANDs with 100% ownership of IP.

Highly regarded Proven BRANDS for relief and treatment of muscular/soft

tissue pain from both sporting activities/injuries and ARTHRITIS.

Consumer expenditure on the brands exceeds $5million to date.

Strong demand drives sales in the degenerative arthritis and sports injury pain

market, particularly the baby boomer/over 60 s.

It s not just the Boomers - Arthritic conditions afflict huge numbers of high-

impact sports patients wanting to remain active for years to come. The brands

have strong treatment credibility with arthritis endorsement and the high-

performance global sports market.

The rapidly growing elite-level sports market constantly seeks quick-fix results,

preferring DRUG FREE, HEALTHY and NATURAL products they can feel

working.

Natural-based and consumer-friendly, the BRANDS do not come with the

deleterious side-effects of pharmaceutical soft-tissue pain medications. A

PROVEN alternative with unique therapeutic characteristics and advantages

over other topical products.

These BRANDED PRODUCTS are offered for sale as a going-concern (not the

overall business) which includes 100% of the IP, manufacturing formulae and
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regulatory compliance accreditations.

- 100% sale of manufacturing formulae and Unique intellectual property.

- Proven products that meet demand for natural and drug-free pain-relief

remedies.

- Established domestic and global export market demand with around

$5.5million in Retail Sales.

- Add to established distribution channels the brands' solid margins and GP.

- Maximize the growing global on-line opportunities.

Price: By Negotiation

Contact Alan Billington on 021 142 1367 or alan@companysales.co.nz

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that

information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any

responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely

upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.


